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LOAD AND RESISTANCE FACTOR DESIGN OF SLOPES AND MSE WALLS 
MSE Walls 
Mechanically Stabilized Earth Wall





LOAD AND RESISTANCE FACTOR DESIGN OF SLOPES AND MSE WALLS 
Ultimate Limit States of an MSE Wall 




 Overturning  
 Limit bearing capacity failure 
 General loss of stability 
 
 Internal stability 
 Pullout of reinforcement 






LOAD AND RESISTANCE FACTOR DESIGN OF SLOPES AND MSE WALLS 
Ultimate Limit State for Sliding 
A1 A2 rf interfaceE  + E W tan 0  














Load Factors for Sliding 
- Load factor for live load surcharge =1.75 
AASHTO load factors 
STRENGTH І: basic loads relating to the normal  
vehicular use of the bridge without wind load 
-Load factor for horizontal earth pressure 
• Active: 1.50 – 0.90 
• At-rest: 1.35 – 0.90 
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LOAD AND RESISTANCE FACTOR DESIGN OF SLOPES AND MSE WALLS 
RFs and FSs for Sliding 
(LF)DL= 1.5
(LF)LL= 1.75
AASHTO LFs Traffic surcharge q0 = 14 kN/m when H=5m 
                                = 12 kN/m when H6m 
(AASHTO LRFD 2007, Article 3.11.6.4) 
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LOAD AND RESISTANCE FACTOR DESIGN OF SLOPES AND MSE WALLS 
MSE wall 
height H (m) 
Target reliability index T 
2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 
5 1.12 1.03 0.95 0.87 
7.5 1.19 1.12 1.05 0.99 
10 1.20 1.14 1.08 1.03 
12.5 1.20 1.14 1.08 1.02 
15 1.20 1.13 1.08 1.02 
17.5 1.19 1.13 1.07 1.02 
20 1.19 1.13 1.07 1.02 
MSE wall 
height H (m) 
Target reliability index T 
2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 
5 1.05  0.95  0.86  0.77  
7.5 1.13  1.05  0.96  0.88  
10 1.18  1.10  1.03  0.96  
12.5 1.21  1.15  1.08  1.02  
15 1.21  1.15  1.09  1.04  
17.5 1.21  1.15  1.09  1.04  
20 1.20  1.14  1.09  1.03  
Suggested RFs and equivalent FSs for sliding of MSE walls 
 
RFs and FSs for Sliding 
•  Suggested Resistance factors 
 
•  Equivalent Factors of Safety 
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LOAD AND RESISTANCE FACTOR DESIGN OF SLOPES AND MSE WALLS 
Ultimate Limit State for Overturning 
A1 A2 rf
H H












rf rf,  c,rt rt, 
fn fn, 
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LOAD AND RESISTANCE FACTOR DESIGN OF SLOPES AND MSE WALLS 




- Load factor for live load surcharge =1.75 
AASHTO load factors 
STRENGTH І: basic loads relating to the normal  
vehicular use of the bridge without wind load 
-Load factor for horizontal earth pressure 
• Active: 1.50 – 0.90 
• At-rest: 1.35 – 0.90 
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LOAD AND RESISTANCE FACTOR DESIGN OF SLOPES AND MSE WALLS 
(LF)DL= 1.5
(LF)LL= 1.75
AASHTO LFs Traffic surcharge q0 = 14 kN/m when H=5m 
                                = 12 kN/m when H6m 
RFs and FSs for Overturning 
(AASHTO LRFD 2007, Article 3.11.6.4) 
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LOAD AND RESISTANCE FACTOR DESIGN OF SLOPES AND MSE WALLS 
MSE wall 
height H (m) 
Target reliability index T 
2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 
5 1.05 0.95 0.86 0.77 
7.5 1.10 1.00 0.91 0.82 
10 1.15 1.05 0.96 0.87 
12.5 1.18 1.09 1.00 0.92 
15 1.22 1.14 1.06 0.98 
17.5 1.25 1.17 1.10 1.02 
20 1.27 1.20 1.13 1.07 
MSE wall 
height H (m) 
Target reliability index T 
2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 
5 1.26  1.32  1.39  1.47  
7.5 1.19  1.23  1.28  1.33  
10 1.16  1.20  1.24  1.28  
12.5 1.14  1.17  1.21  1.25  
15 1.13  1.16  1.19  1.23  
17.5 1.12  1.15  1.18  1.21  
20 1.12  1.14  1.17  1.20  
RFs and FSs for Overturning 
Suggested RFs and equivalent FSs for overturning of MSE walls 
 •  Suggested Resistance factors 
 
•  Equivalent Factors of Safety 
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LOAD AND RESISTANCE FACTOR DESIGN OF SLOPES AND MSE WALLS 
Ultimate Limit State for Pullout 
Ultimate limit state equation for pullout of steel-strip reinforcement
Pullout  
   r rf 0,rf v h R rf eK z q s s 2C z L b=0   
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Load Factors for Pullout 
- Load factor for live load surcharge =1.75 
AASHTO load factors 
STRENGTH І: basic loads relating to the normal  
vehicular use of the bridge without wind load 
-Load factor for horizontal earth pressure 
• Active: 1.50 – 0.90 
• At-rest: 1.35 – 0.90 
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LOAD AND RESISTANCE FACTOR DESIGN OF SLOPES AND MSE WALLS 
RFs and FSs for Pullout 
(LF)DL= 1.5
(LF)LL= 1.75
AASHTO LFs Traffic surcharge q0 = 14 kN/m when H=5m 
                                = 12 kN/m when H6m 
(AASHTO LRFD 2007, Article 3.11.6.4) 
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LOAD AND RESISTANCE FACTOR DESIGN OF SLOPES AND MSE WALLS 
Suggested RFs and equivalent FSs for pullout of steel-strip 
reinforcement 
 
RFs and FSs for Pullout 
  
Target reliability index T  
2.0  2.33 3.0  
RF  0.73 0.65 0.53 
FS 2.14 2.35 2.83 
Note that the pullout ULS benefits from the large degree of 
redundancy; a reliability index of 3 or even lower in less 
critical designs would be acceptable  
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LOAD AND RESISTANCE FACTOR DESIGN OF SLOPES AND MSE WALLS 
Ultimate Limit State for Structural Failure 
Ultimate limit state Equation for Structural Failure
   r rf 0,rf v h y cK z q s s f A =0  
Breakage  
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LOAD AND RESISTANCE FACTOR DESIGN OF SLOPES AND MSE WALLS 
RFs and FSs for Structural Failure 
(LF)DL= 1.5
(LF)LL= 1.75
AASHTO LFs Traffic surcharge q0 = 14 kN/m when H=5m 
                                = 12 kN/m when H6m 
(AASHTO LRFD 2007, Article 3.11.6.4) 
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LOAD AND RESISTANCE FACTOR DESIGN OF SLOPES AND MSE WALLS 




Target reliability index T  
2.0  2.33 3.0  
RF  0.86 0.80 0.70 
FS 1.90  2.04  2.33  
RFs and FSs for Structural Failure 
Note that the structural ULS benefits from the large degree 
of redundancy; a reliability index of 3 or even lower in less 
critical designs would be acceptable  
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LOAD AND RESISTANCE FACTOR DESIGN OF SLOPES AND MSE WALLS 
End of the slides 
